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Pakistan International School ,Riyadh

1st Semester,2017-18

Revision worksheet

Subject: G. Science

Name: ----------------
Answer these Questions.

01. What is skeleton?

Class II
Class/Sec : _

A:---------------------------------------------------------
02;Why do we need muscles and joints?

A;---------------------------------------------------------

03:Name the five senses?

A-,---------------------------------------------------------

04:Name the five organs of senses?

A:---------------------------------------------------------

OS.Name two animals that have sharp teeth?

A:-----------------------------------------------------
6.What are herbs and shrubs?

A:--------------------------------------------------------

07;What is nectar?

A:---------------------------------------------------------

08. What is root?

A-,---------------------------------------------------------

09.Why oxygen is important?

A; _

OlD.How can we change the nature of a things?

A:-------------------------------------------------------



6. There are bones in the human body.(206, 260)

Ql1.How can we measure length and distance?

A:-----------------------------

Q12.Name some weighing machines?

A:------------------------------

Q13.How long does the Earth take to spin around on its axis?

A',-------------------------------

Q14.How long does the Earth take to go around the sun?

A',-------------------------------

Q1S.What is an orbit?

A:-------------------------------

Q16.What shape is the Earth?

A:-------------------------------

Fill in the blanks:
a. Plants eaters are animals that only eat _

b. Meat eaters do not eat--------
c. Some animals such as and eat both meat and plants.

d. Frog and fish are similar because both lay in water.

e. Fish eggs first develop into before turning into fish.

f. Frog eggs first develop into _

Use the correct words from the brackets to fill in the blanks.

1. A is a place where two bones meet.(muscles, joints)

2. Muscles need to become strong.(food, air)

3. Bones help us to (move, remember)

4. All of us have number of bones in our bodies(a different, the

same)

S. Bones move with the help of and joints.(food, muscles)
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7. The skeleton gives to the body (strength, shape)

8. The organs in our body to job.(the same, different)

9. We should drink glasses of clean water to keep healthy.(6to8, lto3)

10.Regular exercise make us (strong, weak)

l1.Fruits and vegetables for us(unhealthy, healthy)

l2.Most human are (herbivores, carnivores, omnivores)

l3.A frog lives in (air, water, land, land and water)

l4.lt has -limbs.(two, four, six)

lS.lts skin is (dry and scaly, bumpy and wet)

l6.lt a neck(has, does not have)

l7.lt eats (flies, grass)

l8.lt, {creaks, hisses, screeches)

19.Baby frogs are called chrysalis, tadpoles)

20.Solids and can be seen easily.(liquids, gases)

21. cannot be seen easily.(liquids, gases)

22. can be poured.(liquids ,solids)

23.Air contains many (gases ,liquids)

24.Water vapor is the gas that we get when we water(freeze, boil)

2S. is needed by us to stay alive.(oxygen, vapor)

26.Freezing can turn a into a solid.(liquid, gas)

27.0ne example of freezing is .(water, ice)

28.Gases and do not have fixed shape ,they take the shape of their

container.(soilds, liquids)

29.1will use a to measure the length of my book .(kitchen scale, ruler)

30.My mother wears a on her wrist.(watch, clock)

31.A full jug holds water than a full glass.(less, more)

32.The is used to measure how much sugar to put in a cake.(kitchenscale,

thermometer)
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4. Root _

33.Fruits are covered by a on the outside and have the

____ inside them.{skin, seed)

34.The grows under the ground while the grows above the

ground.{root, shoot)

Find out if the following are shrub or trees.

1.Jasmine--------
2. Tamarind------
3. Banyan _

4.0ak _

5. Hibiscus----------

Find out and write the name of one of four plants that grow around your home

or school.

1. _

2. _

3. _

4. _

Find out and write the name of one vegetable that is cooked and eaten in your

home which

1.Leaf. _

2. Stem ------------

3. fruit --------------
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Matching

For fighting

For keeping warm

For breaking tree branches

,.
'••..~,

For scratching and tearing flesh

Matching

Thermometer weight

Bathroom scale time

Measuring tape temperature

Clock length

liquidBeaker

Correct those statements that are false

l.The Earth is planet, _

2.There are six planet orbiting the sun _

3.The sun travels around the Earth------
4.The sun appears to be so bright because it is the biggest star. _

5.The sun gives us heat and light, _
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Write yes or No

1. The human body comes in many types of sizes _

2. The skeleton help us to stand upright _

3. Our muscles do not need food to work -------
4. Bones work alone '-------
5. We will get stronger if we eat healthy food _

6. Healthy food gives us energy _
7. Different parts of our body do same job _

8. A car need water to run -------
9. All animals live on land-------
10.Birds make their nests in tree -------
l1.AII animals eats plants _
l2.Animals have different body parts. _

l3.Deer and rabbit eat meat -----------
l4.The tadpole becomes a frog . _
ls.Butterflies do not have lifecycle _
l6.The life cycle of all animals starts with the egg. _
l7.Some plants grow in water _
l8.Paper comes from trees. _
19.Plants are not useful to us. _
20.Sugar is made from sunflower. _
21.We get tea and coffee from plants, _
22.Seed are of different shapes and sizes. _

23.The fruits have not skin outside ..------------
24.Some fruits grow in the form of nuts and cones. _
2s.Tomatoes are fruit. ------
26.The Sun is a huge stars. _

27.The movement of the Earth is called rotation. --------
28.The shape of the Earth is square. _

Draw and label the parts of flower?
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Make a lifecycle of fish or Butterfly:

Draw of label a life cycle of fish(pg-18)

Draw muscles and joints (use a Colour paper)

Draw and label the body parts:

l.The brain

2.The heart

3. The stomach

4.The lungs

What work is done by these parts of our body?

a. The heart -------

b.Thelungs _

c. The brain _

d. The stomach _
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